
Her~ is the Bolex "zoom" combination that "tv 
movie m_a~ers and 16mm spot news film men have 
been waitmg for. The De Luxe H-16, without the 
Eye L~vel Focus or Octameter, but fitted with the 
Pan Cmor lens and its own calibrated finder, as 
sh~wn for only 675.00- no Fe_deral Excise Tax. 
This can:iera and lens combination- another Bolex 
FIRST- is less than half the price of any other 
zoom-type lens alone ! 

+ 
Three . new accessories are now available for the 
Pan Cmor 

(A) Filter adapter ring to accept Series VIII 
filters : ring only price- $4.25. 

(B} Close-up lens No. 1- for shooting be
tween 3 feet and 5½ fee t. Price-$15.00. 

( C) Close-up lens No. 2- for shooting be-
tween 2. feet and 3 feet. Price-$15.00. 

The exploded view of ring and hood combination 
shows the order of attachment of ring, close-up lens 
( or filter ) , sunshade and dust cap. The sunshade and 
d1;1st cap ar~ supplied as an integral part of the Pan 
Cmor lens Itself. 

+ 
Close-up of Close-up lens and adapter rin g for the 
Pan Cinor. 

+ 
Here is an advance picture of the accessor y that all 
Bolex 3-Demons have been waitin g for. Its use is 
described in Ernst Wildi's article in the Spring I ssue 
of Bolex Reporter for close-up 3-D shootin g at 24 
inches and 40 inches. Price of the Bolex Stereo 
Close-Up device is $67.50 complete with viewfinder 
masks. 

+ 
The new combination filter adapter and sunshade 
(filter not supplied ) also fits on the front of the 
Bo~ex Stereo Close-Up device : two units are re
QUired ( one for each aperture as shown ) at a price 
of $9.80. 

+ 
The new combination filter adapter and unshade 
unit, price 4.90, comes as a complete unit to fit on 
the front of either the basic Bolex Stereo or the 
Close-up attachment device. The unit accepts stand
ard Series V filters (shown in the picture, but not 
supplied ). 
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